Effective leg stiffness of animal running and the co-optimization of energetic cost and stability.
The relative leg stiffness of most running animals falls in a small range between 7 and 27. Here we present a theoretical study of an established running model, an actuated Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum model, to determine if the energetic cost and stability of running might be co-optimized over this range of leg stiffness values. The energetic cost of the model is quantified as the energy spent to move a unit mass a unit distance. The stability of the model is based on the system response to perturbations with respect to periodic locomotion solutions, and uses the linearized dynamics of Poincaré return maps and the resulting maximum eigenvalue and singular value decomposition in order to analyze asymptotic stability and the overall system response to perturbations, respectively. We find that there exists a tradeoff between stability and energetic cost in the model with respect to variation in forcing (actuation) level: For a given leg stiffness, the energetic cost tends to be more optimal with smaller forcing, and the opposite for stability. We find that intermediate levels of forcing can achieve near asymptotic stability or complete asymptotic stability while remaining small enough to yield a relatively low energetic cost consistent with human-like values. We demonstrate that this outcome can be achieved in the model with a simple optimization function that balances stability and energetic cost. We then investigate the stability and energetic cost when both leg stiffness and forcing are varied. Overall, the analysis shows that leg stiffness values in or near the biological range offers a good chance of simultaneously achieving both reasonable energetic cost and stability in the model. The results of this study suggest that stability and energetic cost may be interacting factors that have a combined influence on the effective leg stiffness and actuation (forcing) used by running animals.